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Abstract: The presented study aims to investigate the relationship between the use of emojis in
location-based social media and the location of the corresponding post in terms of perceived objects
and conducted activities connected to this place. The basis for this is not a purely frequency-
based assessment, but a specifically introduced measure called typicality. To evaluate the typicality
measure and examine the assumption that emojis are contextual indicants, a dataset of worldwide
geotagged posts from Instagram relating to sunset and sunrise events is used, converted to a privacy-
aware version based on a Hyperloglog approach. Results suggest that emojis can often provide
more nuanced information about user activities and the surrounding environment than is possible
with hashtags. Thus, emojis may be suitable for identifying less obvious characteristics and the
sense of a place. Emojis are already explored in research, but mainly for sentiment analysis, for
semantic studies or as part of emoji prediction. In contrast, this work provides novel insights into the
user’s spatial or activity context by applying the typicality measure and therefore considers emojis
contextual indicants.

Keywords: emojis; location-based social media; context

1. Introduction

In a way, social media is an ambivalent source of data. It comes with unique strengths,
but also entails many challenges. It is a relatively new and extensive data source that can
be seen as a supplement to official data. The data are available at a high temporal and
partly also spatial resolution, often refer to current events, and are semantically very rich,
especially as they contain subjective information. However, this data source is methodolog-
ically challenging as it involves very large amounts of data, so that extracting information
from it requires a great effort in processing, especially since the quality, consistency and
trustworthiness are neither consistent nor equivalent to those of official data. Likewise, the
motivation of users to provide these data varies greatly. For this and other reasons, infor-
mation obtained from social media can by no means be considered representative [1,2], not
least because social media is not used by all demographic groups [3]. Another critical issue
is data protection and privacy. Nevertheless, these data have the unbeatable advantage of
containing subjective and user-related information that would be impossible to collect in
this magnitude by more conventional survey methods.

We are interested in social media data that are geo-referenced and contain emojis,
i.e., these seemingly playful ideograms and pictograms that are used especially in electronic
messages. We aim to investigate the relationship between the use of emojis and the location
of the corresponding social media post in terms of conducted activities and perceived
objects connected to this place. The topic of sunrise and sunset was chosen as the thematic
framework for this investigation, since these are natural events that recur daily all over the
world, are commonly perceived and appreciated and thus are to be found in social media.
The information content and meaningfulness of certain emojis will be examined on a global
level as well as for Italy at a national level in order to work out differences in this respect.
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We see a lot of potential in emojis. On the one hand, because the number of available
emojis [4] and their use is increasing and communication with emojis is changing [5], and
on the other hand, because we see emojis as language-independent [6,7] indicants of a
user’s context that can help circumvent error-prone language processing. To investigate
this, the spatial component of location-based social media is included, as this has been a
gap in existing emoji research so far. In addition, a brief comparison with the information
content of hashtags is given to underpin the use of emojis.

2. State of the Art

Computer-mediated communication is increasingly permeating most areas of life.
In the case of textual communication, however, this entails the absence of non-verbal
and paralinguistic cues, such as countenances, body gestures, intonations and speaking
speed, which are essential when communicating face-to-face [8,9]. A remedy in written
communication can be, for example capital letters as an indicator for shouting, several
exclamation marks as a sign for excitement, or symbols replacing facial expressions [10].
The latter ones were initially called emoticons, a sequence of ASCII characters drawing
pictures such as “:-)” or “:-(“. However, emoticons are increasingly being replaced by
emojis [11], which are pictorial symbols included in the Unicode characters list since 2010
and that represent not only emotional states, but also people, animals, objects, activities
and places, and therefore enable us to use them beyond expressing emotions.

Roughly summarized, emojis fulfil two functions: an emotional and a semantic
function [5]. Accordingly, they are utilized for research in various fields. Due to their
function as emotional signals [6,7] adding a sentimental information to a written text,
sentiment analysis or emotion identification is one application field within computer
science [7,9,12–17], which, among other things, led to the result that the utilization of
emojis helps to improve sentiment scores [18,19]. Other research questions related to
emojis are of semantic origin and explore their meaning and use [14,20–22]. Studies with a
focus on communication examine how emojis are interpreted, what they convey and what
influencing factors need to be taken into account here [11,23–27]. A technology intended
to support the use of emojis is emoji recommendation [28–31] which intends to suggest
suitable emojis to the user when typing messages. Apart from the already mentioned fields,
emojis are also utilized for research in marketing, behavioral science, psychology, medicine
and education [5].

Since emojis occur in large numbers in the textual part of social media posts, they
might come along with a spatial reference. This has only been used very sporadically in
research so far, particularly for investigating differences in meaning and usage between
languages or cultures [32–34]. Moreover, it turns out that emoji use gives a fairly realistic
picture of living conditions in different parts of the world [35]. Another study connects
emojis and hashtags in order to detect the attitude towards a political event in consideration
of the location, compares this with actual election results for the regions concerned, and
can identify correlations [36].

What has not been studied up to now is how far emojis provide information about the
location-based context of users. This can be characterized by activities that are associated
with the current location or by objects that are perceived in the physical environment. It
can be assumed that emojis also reflect this because neither words nor emojis are chosen
randomly [37]. When being used in combination with images (like on Instagram), emojis
provide additional contextual information about what is shown in an image [30]. Ad-
ditionally, detached from an image, emojis do not only express emotional states or alter
the tone of a text; they also serve as decoration, as a replacement for lexical units, and
deliver information not explicitly stated in the text [37–40]. Thus, already a single emoji
can increase the expressiveness of a text [18]. When mentioning merely a city name in a
social media post, this gives no further information. However, an emoji can enrich the
post with contextual information, such as about the feelings, activities or perceptions of the
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respective person related to the current location, without requiring language processing.
Therefore, we argue that emojis can be considered contextual indicants.

A possible pitfall might be the fact that the semantic interpretation and thus the usage
of emojis varies between cultures and languages, but also between viewing platforms, as
emojis are rendered differently [25,27]. However, the connotative meaning of an emoji is
ambiguous, but the denotative one hardly is [38], which is the meaning of interest for the
presented study.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Dataset

Instagram is a very popular social network, and is a mixture of a microblog and an
audio–visual platform. A geotag function is available. In June 2018, Instagram reached the
1 billion active users mark and the number has been growing ever since; Refs. [41,42] state
that, in comparison to other social media platforms, Instagram digs deeper into emotions
and has become a medium to share life experiences in a creative way.

Instagram was chosen for this study because emojis are widely used here. For the
period August to December 2017 and partially January 2018, all geo-referenced posts
worldwide were selected that contain terms for sunrise and sunset in English, German,
French and Dutch. Therefore, we have considered different synonyms for both sunset and
sunrise within each language as well as various variant forms of spelling. This gave us
a total of 11 million posts. That total dataset was divided into two sub-datasets relating
to sunset and sunrise. The distinction between sunset and sunrise was only made on the
basis of terminology. If terms for both sunset and sunrise appear in one post, this post
was assigned to both sub-datasets. Although there is a strong correspondence between the
post’s time of day and the sun event addressed, the timestamp was not taken into account
for the formation of sub-datasets, since it indicates the time of the post publication and not
the time the photo was taken. When extracting emojis from all these posts, differentiations
by gender and skin tone were disregarded, as they have no effect on the intended study.

In order to ensure a privacy-aware use of this dataset, an integrated and component-
based approach was used [43], based on the data abstraction format HyperLogLog (HLL),
first described by [44]. In summary, during data retrieval, emojis are extracted from
posts and quantitative measurements (post counts, user counts) are stored as approximate
HLL sets for each distinct emoji. This results in an estimation of results rather than in
exact measurements, preventing identification of individual IDs from the resulting dataset.
The resulting dataset is therefore considered statistical data, in contrast to more sensitive
personal or pseudonymized data. A consequence is that measurements feature a consistent
error rate between 3 and 5%. In combination with existing approaches, HLL can improve
privacy for quantitative studies, such as the one presented herein, while still providing
some degree of flexibility for the analysis process.

3.2. Calculating Typicality

In the presented study, the occurrence of emojis is of central importance. Since emojis
are only available in limited numbers and therefore cannot have nearly the same diversity
as words, neither the absolute nor the relative frequency of their occurrence provides
meaningful results. The web app emojitracker [45] shows the real-time use of emojis on
Twitter. In our experience, the emojis that this app shows as most used in general are also
among the most used in particular. Therefore, a formula was developed that combines two
relative frequencies and can determine typical emojis.

For the application of the formula, at least one sub-dataset out of a total dataset is
required, and any occurrence can be subject of the formula (i.e., not only emojis, but also
terms, hashtags, etc.). The calculated value is termed typicality in the following, which is a
noun derived from the adjective typical and describes “the state of being that is typical” [46].

The two relative frequencies on which the calculation is based are the relative fre-
quencies of an emoji or similar in both the sub-dataset and the total dataset. The relative
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frequency (f ) puts the absolute number of, for example, a specific emoji (n) in relation to
the absolute number of all emojis (N).

f =
n
N

(1)

For the calculation of typicality, the relative frequency in the total dataset (ft) is
subtracted from the one in the sub-dataset (fs), and this interim result is divided by the
relative frequency in the total dataset (ft):

t =
ns
Ns

− nt
Nt

nt
Nt

=
fs − ft

ft
(2)

The resulting typicality (t) is a proportional number that indicates whether an occur-
rence is typical (positive value) or atypical (negative value) for a sub-dataset, compared to
the total dataset. The more distinct the value, the more typical or atypical the occurrence.
The division by the relative frequency in the total dataset is carried out for reasons of nor-
malization. Without this division, only the difference between the two relative frequencies
is formed, which provides less significant results regarding typicality than the normalized
calculation. This will be briefly addressed again in a later section. There are also other
approaches to measure normalization and relative differences, such as tf-idf or chi-squared
test, but their calculation is comparatively complex and partly bound to preconditions. In
this respect, typicality is an uncomplicated and easily comprehensible measure, which will
be evaluated in the following in the form of a case study.

4. Global Analysis
4.1. Comparing Hashtags and Emojis

The formula for calculating typicality introduced in the previous chapter has been
applied to both hashtags and emojis in the two sub-datasets described beforehand, one
containing georeferenced Instagram posts related to sunset, the other one related to sunrise.
The total dataset is the aggregate of both sub-datasets. Before calculating typicality, a
preselection has been made: the 100 most frequently occurring hashtags and emojis were
selected from both sub-datasets. After calculating the typicality for each of these preselected
hashtags and emojis, only those with the 20 highest positive values in each sub-dataset
are considered for the following comparison within this sub-chapter, as they are the most
typical ones.

First, a comparison of the hashtags follows (see Figure 1). The purely frequency-based
top 20 of both sub-datasets have a correspondence of 80% and are not particularly specific,
i.e., both frequency-based top 20s merely reflect what the main topic of the post is and that it
is a natural phenomenon, which was photographed. The two top 20s determined as typical
with the help of the typicality formula already provide much more information about
the context. That is, that the observation of sunrise takes place in the early morning, for
example, after waking up or during breakfast, whereas the observation of sunset apparently
often happens in the evening or night during social activities, which is indicated by the
hashtags #food and #funny.

The same applies to the frequency-based top 20 emojis from both sub-datasets
(see Figure 2). These correspond to 90% and likewise reflect the phenomenon itself, and
the photographing, but also (and this is different from the hashtags) the joy about it. The
top 20 emojis calculated as typical are even more specific and meaningful than those of the
hashtags. Nature plays a greater role for sunrise than for sunset, as mountain hikes are
often started early for weather reasons and thus the sunrise can be observed during that.
Likewise, joggers seem to witness sunrise or early risers while drinking coffee. Sunset, on
the other hand, seems to be perceived more in urban settings, at the beach (perhaps during
a holiday, which means the sunset is perceived as more special than in everyday life) or at
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the social events already mentioned (indicated by emojis representing alcoholic drinks).
For the values underlying Figures 1 and 2, see Supplementary Materials.

Figure 1. Word clouds of the frequency- and typicality-based top 20 hashtags of the global sunset-
and sunrise-related sub-datasets.

Figure 2. Emoji clouds of the frequency- and typicality-based top 20 emojis of the global sunset- and
sunrise-related sub-datasets.
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In order to come back to the development of the typicality formula, it should be
mentioned at this point that the mere subtraction of the relative frequency in the total
dataset from the one in the sub-dataset would have emphasized the respective sun emojis
the most for both sunrise and sunset. Only through division by the relative frequency in
the sub-dataset could the presented results be achieved, which not only refer to the event
itself, but also to the associated context, which is of interest for this study and is supposed
to be extracted.

The previous explanations show, on the one hand, that with the help of the introduced
typicality formula, typical emojis or terms for a sub-dataset can be identified. On the other
hand, even after calculating this typicality, hashtags provide less detailed information than
emojis about the context of an event users give hints about in their social media posts.
This already promises a confirmation of the pre-assumption that emojis can be considered
contextual indicants, which is why hashtags are disregarded in the following.

4.2. Location-Specific Emojis

All emojis calculated as typical for the two sub-datasets were perused and some were
attributed as location-specific, based on the consideration of whether an emoji shows an
object from the physical environment where the sunrise or sunset is perceived, and whether
it would be chosen for a social media post depending on the location. For example, the
rainbow or sun emoji would be chosen regardless of whether the user is in the city, in the
mountains or at the beach, but the cityscape, water wave, palm tree or mountain emoji
would most likely not. Figure 3 shows the selection made and also indicates the sub-dataset
for which each emoji was calculated as typical, whereas only one emoji is typical for both.

Figure 3. Emojis attributed as location-specific, selected from global sunrise- (purple) and sunset-
typical (orange) emojis.

4.2.1. An Initial Subdivision into Environmental Groups

Figure 3 already shows that the emojis attributed as location-specific reflect different
environments and can be grouped in this respect; however, this is not done based on their
official Unicode name (because that is not shown to the user), but visually. Three groups
refer to the geographical environment: urban, montane or maritime, although these three
are not mutually exclusive. Two other groups refer to the predominant tree vegetation:
palm trees on the one hand, and deciduous and coniferous trees on the other.

There is a very clear subdivision resulting from the calculation of typicality, which
environment is typical for sunrise or sunset: emojis representing a montane environment
are only typical for sunrise-related tweets. Urban and maritime environments, as well as
palm trees, are only depicted by emojis typical for sunset. Only the deciduous tree emoji is
typical for both sunrise and sunset, and coniferous tree only for sunrise.

The two maps in Figures 4 and 5 show the spatial distribution of the groupings of
location-specific emojis just described (disregarding the distinction of sunrise and sunset),
which represent the actual geographical conditions very well. Figure 4 shows that the palm
tree emojis are mainly located along the coastlines, especially in tropical and subtropical
areas, whereas those emojis indicating coniferous and deciduous trees are more likely
to be found inland and outside the tropics. Additionally, along the coastlines are those
emojis that represent a maritime environment (see Figure 5), but larger inland waters are
recognizable as well. Mountain ranges and urban agglomerations stand out too.
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Figure 4. Global spatial distribution of location-specific emojis representing the predominant
tree vegetation.

Figure 5. Global spatial distribution of location-specific emojis representing montane, urban and
maritime environment.

These maps obviously do not provide any unexpected insights, but they do demon-
strate, on the one hand, that emojis can provide very specific information about the user’s
perceived environment, and thus, on the other hand, that they are also likely to be suitable
for answering less obvious questions.

4.2.2. Country-Specific Differences

The defined location-specific emojis were furthermore examined on a country-specific
level. For all these emojis, the typicality formula was applied again for each country. The
total dataset is here the total number of location-specific emojis within a country, while
the sub-dataset is the number of one of those emojis in the same country. In this way, the
most typical location-specific emoji was calculated for each country (see Figure 6). For the
values underlying Figure 6, see Supplementary Materials.
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Figure 6. Countries by location-specific emojis calculated as typical, divided into environmen-
tal groups.

In order to examine how location-specific these emojis actually are and how mean-
ingful the grouping made in advance is, various geographical data were adduced for each
country, which in a sense represent the environmental groups previously formed:

• elevation span [47]—difference in altitude between the highest and lowest point of a
country;

• coast ratio [47]—percentage of coast in the total country border;
• urban population [47]—percentage of population living in urban areas;
• forest coverage [48]—percentage of the country’s area covered by forest.

Figure 4 implies that palm tree emojis are used in both a maritime and a tropical
(i.e., characterized by a lot of vegetation) context, which corresponds to reality, as both are
not mutually exclusive. Therefore, the environmental grouping of location-specific emojis
has been further refined, i.e., the two palm tree emojis are classified differently, as they
are difficult to properly assign to one group. This results in seven environmental groups,
which can be seen in the first column of Table 1. The groups can be chosen according to
the purpose of analysis. For each country, the typicality of all seven emoji groups was
calculated and the correlation coefficient was determined with every geographical attribute
described above. These values can be found in Table 1.

Hypothetically, it can be assumed that there is a positive correlation between an
environmental emoji group and the geographical attribute that is representative for this
group (e.g., between elevation span and emojis indicating a montane environment). For
the groups montane, maritime I, maritime II, urban, palm and forest, this is entirely true.
Thus, it seems that the location-specific emojis are apparently indeed chosen depending
on the characteristics of the place where sunrise or sunset is observed. However, there are
partially positive correlations for several geographical attributes per environmental emoji
group, and the maximum correlation coefficient is not always evident for the representative
geographical attribute.
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Table 1. Correlation between the typicality of environmental groups of location-specific emojis within
each country and the four geographical attributes (bold: respective representative geographical
attribute; green: correlation coefficient for representative geographical attribute is positive and the
maximum; yellow: correlation coefficient for representative geographical attribute is positive, but
not the maximum; red: correlation coefficient for representative geographical attribute is negative).

Elevation
Span

Coast
Ratio

Urban
Population

Forest
Coverage

montane 0.40 −0.43 −0.04 −0.09

maritime I −0.19 0.22 0.04 −0.10

maritime II −0.41 0.50 −0.07 0.11

urban 0.20 −0.29 0.19 −0.07

tree 0.20 −0.30 0.04 −0.05

palm −0.30 0.38 −0.12 0.22

forest −0.25 0.31 −0.12 0.23

Similarly, a calculation of the typicality of a location-specific emoji within the two
sub-datasets relating to sunset and sunrise can be performed. Here, the total number of
all these emojis in a country in the sunrise- or sunset-related sub-dataset is considered
the total dataset, and within such a dataset the number of usages of a specific emoji in a
country is considered the sub-dataset. Comparing the location-specific emojis calculated as
typical for each country for sunrise and sunset, they match at 42%. Looking at the groups
montane, maritime I, urban, tree and palm from Table 1, there is 59% correspondence.
Unfortunately, these sunrise- and sunset-related typicalities do not reflect the typical
activities and perceived surroundings described at the beginning. All location-specific
emojis were taken into account, regardless of which of the two events they are typical for,
which leads to the fact that the typicality formula for some reason determines the respective
opposite as typical. However, a calculation for only the location-specific emojis typical
for the respective event is also not meaningful, as there is virtually no intersection (only
one tree emoji), and a comparison of sunrise and sunset therefore makes no sense. In this
respect, sunrise and sunset are rather to be seen as events that cause social media users to
perceive their surroundings and reflect them with the help of emojis.

Apart from the latter, the results obtained so far are quite conclusive, but it needs to
be pointed out that a single emoji can hardly represent the geographical conditions of an
entire country. Therefore, the scale of the study will become more detailed in the following.
Furthermore, the emoji calculated as typical for one country is strongly influenced by
the state boundaries, which are often not useful region separators, as both the shape and
the scale influence the resulting values, thus introducing a modifiable area unit problem
(MAUP).

5. Analysis of Italy

All the analyses that have already been carried out on a global scale are conducted
again for Italy in the following. This results in different total and sub-datasets, as well
as more detailed insights into the location-specific context of social media users. Apart
from data availability, Italy was chosen because it is geographically very diverse: low
and high mountain ranges, seacoast and inland waters, and thus different climatic and
vegetation zones. In addition, there are numerous culturally and historically significant
cities throughout the country.

5.1. Comparing Hashtags and Emojis

The procedure described in Section 4.1 for calculating the typicality, including a pre-
selection of the 100 most frequent hashtags and emojis per sub-dataset, was also carried
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out for Italy. The 20 hashtags and emojis per sub-dataset calculated as the most typical are
shown in Figures 7 and 8 in comparison to the purely frequency-based top 20.

Figure 7. Word clouds of the frequency- and typicality-based top 20 hashtags of the sunset- and
sunrise-related sub-datasets of Italy.

Figure 8. Emoji clouds of the frequency- and typicality-based top 20 emojis of the sunset- and
sunrise-related sub-datasets of Italy.
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For both the hashtags and the emojis, it is evident, as in the global context, that the
frequency-based top 20s tend to reflect the phenomenon itself, and the top 20s calculated
as typical provide information about activities and perceived objects in the environment,
which are mainly the same both globally and in Italy. However, it is noticeable that for
some reasons, the most typical emojis for Italy include a number of geometric shapes (circle,
triangle, square). For the values underlying Figures 7 and 8, see Supplementary Materials.

Table 2 summarizes the percentage correspondences of sub-dataset top 20s, both
within and across the global and at the Italian level. Table 2 (a) compares sunrise and sunset
on the global and Italian level (e.g., at the global level, the frequency-based top 20 hashtags
related to sunrise and sunset match by 80%). Table 2 (b), on the other hand, compares
across levels (e.g., the global typicality-based emojis relating to sunrise match the Italian
ones by 35%). It can be concluded that in both tables, the frequency-based sub-datasets
show a higher correspondence than the typicality-based ones, i.e., they have more overlaps.
Within the overall Italian dataset, these similarities are lower than globally (see Table 2 (a)),
i.e., they are more differentiated. This makes sense in that the global view is a more general
one and the country-based one more specific. A comparison across the global and Italian
levels shows greater similarities than within each, whereby it is also clear here that the
emojis calculated as typical in particular enable a more precise representation of the two
events of sunrise and sunset.

Table 2. (a) Percentage correspondence between the top 20 of sunrise- and sunset-related sub-datasets at the global and
Italian levels. (b) Percentage correspondence between top 20 s of sub-datasets at the global and Italian levels.

Hashtags Emojis

global
frequency 80% 90%

typicality 5% 10%

Italy
frequency 55% 85%

typicality 0% 0%

(a)

Hashtags Emojis

sunrise sunset sunrise sunset

global vs. Italy
frequency 80% 85% 70% 80%

typicality 40% 30% 50% 35%

(b)

5.2. Location-Specific Emojis

Since for Italy other emojis were calculated as typical due to different total and sub-
datasets, these must be checked again for location-specific emojis according to the same
criteria as described in Section 4.2. All emojis that were already attributed as location-
specific in the global context are found again for Italy, as well as five further emojis
(see Figure 9). The environments described by them remain the same: montane, urban,
maritime, and in terms of tree vegetation. Two of the five additional Italy-specific emojis re-
fer to maritime environment (anchor and sailboat), and three indicate a montane landscape.
Among the latter is an emoji showing an erupting volcano and one that, according to the
official Unicode name, represents Japan’s Mount Fuji, which is also a volcano. However,
as these official names are not directly obvious to the user, it can be noted that in Italy
two volcano emojis are typically used, which is certainly due to the fact that there are five
active volcanoes in Italy, with Mount Vesuvius and Mount Etna as the most famous. For
the Italian location-specific emojis, there is no overlap within the sub-datasets, but there is
also no clear separation of the environmental groups between sunrise and sunset, as is the
case at the global level.
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Figure 9. Emojis attributed as location-specific, selected from sunrise- (purple) and sunset-typical
(orange) emojis of Italy (left part of each box: typical only for Italy; right part: typical on global and
Italian level).

5.2.1. Spatial Occurrence of Environmental Groups

Since a map-based comparison with real conditions is less problematic at the country
level than globally, the environmental emoji groups already spatially investigated globally
are examined below in relation to the spatial patterns of the corresponding geographical
conditions in Italy. When comparing Figures 10a and 10b, the correspondence can be
clearly identified between the spatial distribution of these emojis representing montane,
urban, as well as maritime environments on the one hand, and elevation, urban zones,
large lakes and the Italian coastline on the other hand.

Figure 10. (a) Spatial distribution of location-specific emojis in Italy representing montane, urban and maritime environ-
ments; (b) elevation [49], urban zones, large lakes and coastline [50] of Italy in corresponding colors.

The situation is different for the location-specific emojis, which indicate tree vegetation.
Similar to the global level, Italian palm tree emojis are used mainly along the seacoast,
whereas the emojis for deciduous and evergreen trees are used in the inland (see Figure 11a).
Figure 11b contains a map showing forest-covered areas in Italy. It is only partial, and
still not particularly obvious: some less forested areas can be vaguely identified in the
spatial distribution of the corresponding emojis (the Po Valley on the southern edge of
the Alps, the south-eastern part of the mainland as well as the south-western half of
large southernmost island Sicily), but they are not present at particularly large numbers.
However, very striking is the stringent use of palm tree emojis along the coastline. Either
these two emojis are used as a symbolic, simplified representation of a beach, or there are
indeed palm trees on the Italian beaches, but they have not been identified as forest cover.
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5.2.2. Region-Specific Differences

The calculations carried out in Section 4.2.2 at a global level to determine a typical
location-specific emoji for each country were carried out in Italy for the 21 regions, which
are the top level of administrative units (see Figure 12). For the values underlying Figure 12,
see Supplementary Materials.

Figure 11. (a) Spatial distribution of location-specific emojis in Italy representing the predominant tree vegetation; (b) forest
area in Italy [50].

Figure 12. Italian regions with location-specific emojis calculated as typical and color-coded by
environmental group.
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Likewise, for the refined environmental groups introduced in Table 1, the correlation
was calculated between the typicality of these groups within each Italian region and the
geographical attributes elevation span [49], coast ratio [50], urban population and forest
coverage [51]. The results are presented in Table 3. The correlation coefficient is in every
case positive for the geographical attribute representing an emoji group and compared to
the correlation coefficients determined on a global level (see Table 1); the ones at the Italian
level are higher. This suggests that a more specific representation of actual conditions at
the country level is possible. Additionally, the effect of the different grouping of the two
palm tree emojis is evident again.

Table 3. Correlation between the typicality of environmental groups of location-specific emojis within each Italian region
and the four geographical attributes (bold: respective representative geographical attribute; green: correlation coefficient
for representative geographical attribute is positive and the maximum; yellow: correlation coefficient for representative
geographical attribute is positive, but not the maximum).

Elevation
Span

Coast
Ratio

Urban
Population

Forest
Coverage

montane 0.69 −0.64 −0.43 0.25

maritime I −0.75 0.74 0.37 −0.21

maritime II −0.74 0.76 0.36 −0.22

urban 0.07 −0.30 0.43 −0.17

tree 0.65 −0.68 −0.46 0.23

palm −0.54 0.91 0.17 −0.37

forest 0.58 −0.38 −0.56 0.09

The representativeness of the most typical location-specific emojis of the Italian regions
was further assessed in a different way. For each region, the percentage deviation from
the overall Italian average was calculated for all four geographical attributes (see Table 4).
It can be assumed that there is an above-average deviation for the geographical attribute
that is representative for the most typical emoji of the respective region (e.g., above-
average elevation span in a region with the most typical emoji indicating a montane
environment). In 11 out of 21 cases (marked green in Table 4), the geographical attribute
with the maximum positive deviation corresponds to the emoji. In five cases, the deviation
of the representative geographical attribute is at least positive, although not the positive
maximum value (marked yellow in Table 4).

The data contained in Table 4 are also illustrated as a map in Figure 13 applying
specifically developed diagrams based on a combination of regular and reversed wing
charts [52]. For the two regions Sicilia and Campania, the emoji showing an erupting
volcano was calculated as the most typical location-specific one, and these are the regions
where Mount Vesuvius and Mount Etna are located. Campania does not have an above-
average elevation span, but Mount Vesuvius seems to be very dominant. The emoji
showing Mount Fuji is typical for the regions Abruzzo and Veneto. There are no volcanoes
in these regions, but both have an elevation span of around 3000 m. Therefore, this emoji
was apparently interpreted as a mountain with its top covered in snow, although there is
another one with the official Unicode name “snow-capped mountain”.
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Table 4. Typical location-specific emojis and the percentage deviation of the four geographical
attributes from the overall Italian average per administrative region (bold: respective representative
geographical attribute; green: deviation of representative geographical attribute is above overall
Italy average and the maximum; yellow: deviation of representative geographical attribute is above
overall Italy average, but is not the maximum; red: deviation of representative geographical attribute
is below overall Italy average).

Percentage Deviation from Overall Italy Mean

Region Elevation
Span

Coast
Ratio

Urban
Population

Forest
Coverage

Location-Specific
Emoji

Abruzzo 3.4% −6.4% −17.1% 0.6%

Alto Adige 19.3% −31.0% −5.3% 9.4%

Basilicata −11.7% −23.4% −5.3% −10.7%

Campania −15.8% 16.3% 29.0% −5.1%

Piemonte 35.8% −31.0% −0.8% 2.1%

Sicilia 12.0% 69.0% −0.1% −24.6%

Trento 19.2% −31.0% −3.9% 25.7%

Umbria −14.1% −31.0% 5.6% 10.9%

Valle d’Aosta 36.7% −31.0% −27.2% −5.1%

Veneto 10.7% −5.2% −5.9% −11.4%

Calabria −9.8% 54.6% −10.3% 5.8%

Emilia-
Romagna −11.7% −17.5% 11.1% −5.9%

Friuli-
Venezia
Giulia

0.9% −14.2% 4.6% 9.1%

Liguria −11.9% 11.6% 25.0% 35.5%

Marche −4.9% 2.5% −13.6% −2.7%

Puglia −32.6% 36.5% −5.6% −28.1%

Lazio −5.9% 1.4% 25.8% −3.3%

Lombardia 25.5% −31.0% 13.8% −8.6%

Molise −12.0% −20.9% −10.6% 0.1%

Sardegna −18.9% 69.0% −9.2% −6.9%

Toscana −14.2% 12.7% 1.0% 13.2%
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Figure 13. Map of typical location-specific emojis and percentage deviation of four geographic attributes from overall Italian
average per administrative region.

Additionally, for Italy, a calculation of the typicality of the location-specific emoji
within the two sub-datasets relating to sunset and sunrise was performed. Comparing
the location-specific emojis calculated as typical for each region for sunrise and sunset,
they match at 52%. Looking at the groups montane, maritime I, urban, tree and palm
from Table 3, there is 81% correspondence. This suggests that the perceived objects in the
environment hardly differ between these two events, although this reveals nothing about
the activities carried out.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Prior to a critical discussion of the results, the contributions of this paper will be
outlined. One contribution is emojis themselves, as well as an investigation of what they can
convey in comparison to hashtags, and how they represent spatial context and associated
activities. The methodological contribution is the specially developed typicality measure,
with the purpose of normalization and elimination of bias. This measure can emphasize
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relative meanings, and the sub-dataset required for the calculation can be formed both
thematically and spatially. An evaluation of the typicality measure is conducted in the
form of a case study and a comparison with reality. The case study is carried out both on a
global level, which has only been realized in a few studies so far, and on a more detailed
scale, always using a privacy-aware HLL data structure. Various visualization methods
were used to illustrate the results: word/emoji clouds, maps and a specially developed
type of diagram.

The preceding analyses show that hashtags and emojis contained in social media posts
have a differing information content. Hashtags provide more general information about
the event or topic addressed in the post, whereas emojis, although available in smaller
number than hashtags, are much more multifaceted and can indicate emotions, activities
and locations. Since the analyses were carried out at two scales, the comparison showed
that the more fine-grained level allowed for more detailed and nuanced insights, as well as
a comparison with real geographic settings. Although the scale of an Italian province is still
such that a single emoji can hardly represent its entirety, typical or distinctive attributes
of a province could be recognized. An analysis on an even more detailed level is possibly
limited by the available number of social media posts. In the case of Italy, for example, an
analysis of the capital city Rome should not be problematic, as numerous posts are available,
which would probably again turn out to reveal deviating location-specific emojis. In the
study presented, the focus was on emojis that reflect the user’s geographical surroundings,
but certainly other categories could also be found that have a spatial reference and can thus
be examined for their spatial correlation.

Emojis can convey a lot of ambiguity. Depending on the context, a particular emoji can
have a very different meaning. For example, the water wave emoji can represent a flood
disaster, but also a day at the beach. In our case, it can be assumed that this ambiguity is
largely excluded by the predetermined context and thus a thematic restriction.

When looking at the results, it is also important to bear in mind that only four lan-
guages were considered in the data query, which only represent one cultural user group.
Accordingly, the posts in the dataset are found where these languages are spoken or where
the people who speak these languages travel to. This explains the Europe- and North
America-focused distribution of the data in Figures 4 and 5, meaning that users are locals
in some places and tourists in others. The activities and perceptions described in relation to
sunrise and sunset are therefore not transferrable to other cultures. Furthermore, the posts
studied for Italy are not written in the country’s native language and are therefore very
likely to be mainly created by tourists. That said, it cannot be excluded that local Italians
post in English, as it is a universal language in social media.

Nevertheless, it can be stated that relatively simple analyses reveal obvious things,
and that this approach should thus be extendable to other events. The former could at
least be ascertained for the used dataset with georeferenced Instagram posts on the topic of
sunrise and sunset. In this case, it is therefore an event that the user him-/herself witnesses
and documents photographically. It is questionable how topics or events that cannot be
seen in the photo are reflected in emojis, or how this is manifested on purely text-based
platforms such as Twitter.

In conclusion, it can be said that emojis can be considered contextual indicants in
location-based social media posts, as claimed at the beginning. This suggests that they are
also likely to be a rich source of information at other levels, which can be analyzed in an
uncomplicated and largely language-independent way.

Supplementary Materials: The values underlying Figures 1, 2, 6–8 and 12 are available online at
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ijgi10060407/s1.
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